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Bishop Matthew H. Clark

Along the Way
Names come to my mind: George
Stallings, Mary Benet, T o m Stransky, T o m
Sweetser, Carol Holden. They are all
people who have recently come to our
diocese t o share their study and experience
with our pastoral leaders. Their topics
included the experience of American black
Catholics, collaboration in ministry, ecumenical marriages, evangelism and effective pastoral service.
Hundreds of pastoral ministers from our
diocese and the Episcopal Diocese of
Rochester gathered to hear our speakers. 1
know that all o f us profited from the
information and experience our guests so
graciously shared with us. 1 am willing to
guess as well that many were as touched as I
was, not only by the living faith of our
speakers, but by their loving willingness to

share that faith with others. Their presence
was a witness that faith gives growth. It
changes people. It makes life exciting.
That sense of vitality in the faith was very
much evident in the people who came, to
share in these days. We are, dear friends,
generously blessed by the Lord in the
people responding to calls to serve in the
Church these days. These men and women
love their faith. They are willing to learn
and are ready to share what they have
received. It is a special grace to gather with
them on occasions like the ones mentioned
above. I always leave them with the sense
that all of us, principal speakers included,
have learned something and have taught
something. It is a concrete experience of
knowing the presence of Our Cord where
two o f three are gathered in His name.

This dynamism is born, in God's providence, as people search for ways how best
t o live out and. share their faith in a
changing, challenging world. Somehow
they know that their faith will fade if its
forms of expression remain frozen and
inalterable. They realize, as well, that even
the best contemporary expression of faith.
understanding can not fully capture the
mystery it touches.
There are many examples in recent years
of how the Church, reflecting on our
ancient faith, has changed her practice and
discipline for the good of people. Think,
for example of how the celebration of
ecumenical marriages has evolved in the
last 30 years. Remember the changes in our
liturgical rites. Consider the variety of
ministries once reserved to priests to which
people in the Church are now called.
Are these whimsical, arbitrary changes?
No. They are attempts by the Church to live
out in practice her renewed or deepening
self-understanding. People who grasp that
find great peace because of its congruence
with their own human experience. We

retain our identity throu&hl'the years of life,
but we mature, appreciate and express
ourselves in different wayV^s time goes by.
Longstanding relationships are expressed
in different ways over yfc'irs. They would
die if they were not.
People who cannot be -u home with the
reality of organic change' will inevitably be
unhappy with what is jiappening in the
Church. Witness those,' who are deeply
upset with Our Holy F a ^ r , John Paul II
because he has invited Mtders of a wide
variety of world religions to a peace
conference in Assisi. Thej'ieharge him with
indifferentism, at best, arid infidelity to our
tradition, at worst.
It is part of the beauty *-if being human
that we have the capacity to grow and
change through life. Part ijf the beauty of
our community of faith ii;i tie capacity for a
similar kind of growth, i'ljithis struggle to
grow also gives birth td, u m e tension —
indeed to some mistakes.;- . it is still to be
cherished. For it is in such1 f o m e n t s that we
are most likely to turns W
t > the teaching,
guiding Spirit o f the RiseiH,prd.
J
Peace to all.
:

Thanks Giving Appeal '86

Diocesan leaderstipscalestowardincreased participation
The 1986 Thanks.Giving Appeal began this
weekend, with parishioners throughout the diocese stopping at their parish halls after Mass
to fill out pledge cards. In the next few weeks
— as more people make after-Mass pledges
and as appeal volunteers reach out to those
who fail to do so — the Courier-Journal will
take, a look at the appeal and the diocesan programs it supports. This week's profile focuses
on the appeal itself, through a discussion with
three of its principals — Bishop Matthew H.
Clark; Father James Moynihan, appeal chairman; and Father Peter Bayer, diocesan chancellor.
By Karen M. Franz
When diocesan leaders speak of the Thanks
Giving Appeal, one dominant theme emerges
— die concept of balance. They discuss the importance o f weighing hopes for improved services against economic factors, of forging
compromises between "needs" and "wants,"
and o f walking the line between full awareness
o f Church and information overload.
But o f all the weights in the balance pan,
creating awareness is the measure most emphasized by Bishop Matthew H. Clark. "It is critical for as many people as possible to know
what we are about as a community of faith;'
he says.
"I see the Thanks Giving Appeal as an event
that's important in the life of our community
o f faith . . . not just because it is the way we
raise the funds to run the diocese, but also because it is an opportunity for people to reflect
on their faith;' the bishop remarks, adding that
the appeal "has created a heightened awareness o f the makeup of our diocese;'
Although few people look forward to effort
entailed by the annual appeal, the bishop feels
the system is superior to parish taxation — the
means by which diocesan funds were raised prior to 1980 — because it challenges members
o f the diocese to examine diocesan programs
and to take an active role in supporting them.
"Everyone contributed under the tax. by
means o f their parish contributions, but they
didn't even know it;* Bishop Clark explains.
They didn't have the opportunity to invest
themselves spiritually in what the diocese is all
about. I'm delighted with the appeal because
o f the way it opens that opportunity to us"
"The appeal is not something added over
and above what people have been doing (under the parish-tax system); it replaces the older
system;' he continues. "We invite people to see
this as an opportunity to exercise . . . the obligation to contribute to our c o m m o n
work . . . We place our needs before the people and ask them to respond to these needs.
"Through the appeal, we hope to make people aware of the pastoral initiatives, of all of
the wonderful things our people are doing;* the
bishop remarks. "I think there's a big gap between the level of activity in ministry and the
level of awareness among the people. The opportunity and challenge of the appeal is to educate them. We need to challenge our
community at large to seek information.

"One dimension of that is that through

several media all year 'round, we communicate
to people what is going on. It happens that the
broad-based community doesn't always know
all of these things at once . . . If people read
the Courier-Journal all year, there's abundant
information, and it's often specifically stated
that they (the programs featured in C-J articles) are funded by the Thanks Giving Appeal"
Yet the bishop acknowledged
same token, knowledge of some
tivities may be the reason some
tate to contribute to the appeal.

that, by the
diocesan ac-,
people hesiIt is easy, he

lot of people would be happy with the good
old days. Others would be happy with the
Church of the '60s or the '70s, while others
want to push ahead;' Father Bayer explains.
"We'd like to think that our Church is broad
enough and wide enough to encompass a lot
of different theologies;' Father Moynihan
chimes in. "People should not withhold their
contributions as a way of punishing those who
don't agree with them.
"The Church of Rochester is doing so many
things of which this or that issue is just a small

says, to use one source of displeasure with the

fraction of the whole. It's hard to see how a

diocese or with the bishop himself as an excuse for not supporting diocesan activities. "1
think that, like a family, we have to recognize
that whatever we do, all the people are not going to be pleased!' Bishop Clark allows.

thinking person would withhold his or her contribution to the whole in which they do believe
— assuming that they do believe."

"I'm very much aware that some things I do
displease some people;' he admits. "But beneath disagreement, I hope people can find integrity and understand why I do them . . . I
don't ever want to be in a position where I
make a pastoral decision based upon the impact it will have on the Thanks Giving Appeal"
Each year, the bishop notes, he receives a
certain number of letters from people who are
angry with him or someone else in the diocesan structure, and who say they will not contribute to the appeal. "4 try to encourage
people to think twice about that decision;' he
says. "On the other hand. I hope that for the
very same reason, some people will be attracted
to contribute."
Father Peter Bayer's comments underscore
that point. "The key thing here is that . . . we
don't always have agreement on our theologies
of Church," he says. "So a lot of the things
we're doing many people don't think we should
be doing." The chancellor noted in particular
diocesan involvement with the U.S. bishops'
pastoral letters on peace and the economy and
the forthcoming pastoral on women in the
Church.

"By lack of a gift or of a generous gift,
leadership is not provided to produce services"

Father Bayer notes. Citing the 7 percent budget
cuts Bishop Clark mandated in January to
compensate for the 1985 appeal shortfall, he
remarked that "the corporal and spiritual
works of the Church are not being done as
much as before.
"Translated, that means that we've asked the
parishes to pick up costs . . . we are able to offer fewer opportunities for CERT (Continuing
Education for Religion Teachers) volunteers,
It has hurt the spiritual works of the Church!'
Father Bayer observes.
And a shortfall this year would almost certainly precipitate further cuts with marked
ramifications for parishioners throughout the
diocese. For example, Father Moynihan notes
that one of the oft-forgotten diocesan services
is evaluation and maintenance of a pool of
ieacher candidates. "If all of a sudden that
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midterm, where previously; a principal could
call the diocese to Hnd a .[^'placement . . . they
(the school) might not fin4 a replacement on
their own for a year!' he- • ibserves, The same,
he says, would go for pa;i a h directors of religious education or religi'His education coordinators.
"There could be a noticeable breakdown in
•effectiveness;' Father .Mrvnihan remarks.
"It would hurt the uiiole nature of the
Church," Father Bayer d ^ m s , "You're talking
about word, worship anil witness — opportunities for people to become well-grounded in
the faith, for outreach ar?d for evangelization.
"For example, we didi'i replace our familylife director last year, and I think we can see
the impact that could. fitive with respect to
secularization in the whole range of family-life
issues" he continues,
"The appeal does so f»jwch for so many people that (by failing to contribute) you're really
going to lessen (he effect p( Christ in today's
world;' Father Bayer a<|ys,
Such scenarios are alarmingly real because
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